Question: Shall we reconsider the OR?

Debate

Vote on whether to reconsider the OR

The OR stands as passed in last meeting

Consideration of the OR
Main motion = the OR

Vote on the main motion

Was the main motion equivalent to the SEC resolution?

Fails

Next agenda item: The SEC resolution

Pass

The perfected substitute becomes the main motion

Fail

The perfected OR becomes the main motion

Debate on main motion

Regular amendments
- Add words
- Delete words
- Add & delete

Amendments to main motion (2 types)

Substitute motion

Perfection (amendments) of the substitute

Is perfection complete?

No

Perfection of the OR

Is perfection complete?

No

Yes

Yes

Vote on whether to replace the OR with the substitute

After substitution is complete, the main motion will be one of the perfected options. The main motion may still be amended by adding words which are logically consistent with the existing content.